HISPANIC SERVING INSTITUTION/MULTI-CULTURAL EDUCATION TRANSFER ACCELERATION-HSI/META4 DESIGN UPDATE
A review of the proposed preliminary exterior design for the “Mi Casa” Multi-cultural Innovation Center for Academic Success and Achievement, located at Heritage Plaza, was presented and approved to proceed.

COLLEGE SKILLS LAB
An update on the Analy Village Modular E Project identified that the plans were submitted on schedule, on January 16, to the Division of State Architect (DSA), with the first round DSA review finally being completed this week.

PLOVER HALL SPACE REVITALIZATION
A review of upcoming projects to support increased and new program demands was shared. A program example was “Student Equity”, that will be located in reconfigured Room 539 and 540.

12KV BAILEY FIELD/HAEHL PAVILION SWITCHGEAR & TRANSFORMER SHUTDOWN
An update on the project was provided with the transformer delivery timeline and electrical shutdown to Forsyth, Maggini, Haehl, Quinn, Tauzer and Zumwalt Parking Structure scheduled for this summer on June 11-14.

1700/1710 MENDOCINO AVENUE SCHEDULE
An update was provided on the site development with work scheduled for the summer to begin after commencement.

BURBANK LARGE DOOR REPLACEMENTS
With all the oversize interior and exterior doors in much needed repair, this project will replace these doors with similar materials used for the north Tauzer doors.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
An update was provided on the Professional Development project located north of the Button Building that will replace the storage structure with a modular oriented east-west that will have offices, a resource center, and conference/training room.